


Cordova [szd, under the Sultans of the family of Umeyyah, became the tent
of Islam, the place of refuge for the learned . . . To it came from all parts of
the world students anxious to cultivate poetry, to study the sciences, or to be

instructed in divinity or the law; so thar it became the meeting-place of the
eminent in all matter, the abode of the learned, and the place of resort for
the studious.

Her [C6rdoba's] necklace is strung with the inestimable pearls collected

in the Ocean of language by her orators and poets; her robes are made of the
banners ofscience.. .

-Ahmed 
ibn Mohammed al-Makkari,

History of the Mohammedan Dynaaies in Spain

In the western regions, there shone a fair ornament of the wodd, an august
city, proud as a result of its newfound military might, a city tlrat had

been founded by Spanish settlers and was known by the famous name
of C6rdoba; a wealthy city, renowned for its charms, splendid in all of its
resources, overflowing in particular in the seven streams of knowledge, and
ever noted for its continual victories.

-Hroswitha 
of Gandersheim , Passion of Pelagius

A palm tree stands in the middle of Rusafa,

Born in the West, far from the land of palms.

I said to it How like me you are, far away and in exile,

In long separation from family and friends.

You have sprung from soil in which you are a stranger;

And I, like you, am far from home.

May dawn's clouds water you, streaming from the heavens

in a grateful downpour.

-Emir al-Rahman I



A MAN LrES in the shade of a pomegranate tree. He is old, near-

ing the end of a long life. His face is lined and ravaged by time;

his eyes are pouched and creased, but they can still pierce you with
their blackness. Water gurgles down the channel that divides the

garden, birds swoop down to drink and all is good with the world.

He gives thanks to God that he can lie here, peacefully enjoying his

old age. Relaxing back into the brilliant silk cushions, he gazes up

at the tree that shades him from the.sun's dazzling light. His mind

wanders back over his long life, heading eastwards, thousands of
parasangs over the deserts, to the land of his birth, to Syria. He sees

another pomegranate tree, in another garden, the forebear of this

one. Closing his eyes, Abd al-Rahman ibn Muhwiya ibn Hisham ibn

Abd al-Malik ibn Marwan (7r-788),the first Emir of al-Andalus,

hears the shouts ofhis brothers and cousins as they chase each other

through shady courtyards, jumping the water runnels and hid-

ing behind fountains. He is back in the old palace of Rusafa, built
by his grandfather, the Umayyad Caliph Marwan II, just outside

Damascus-a vision of heaven on earth, a vision that has haunted

him his whole life, a vision that inspired the garden in which he now

lies. He remembers its beauty, the carefree days he spent exploring

its shady corners, the tranquillity and happiness. And then his body

jolts as he remembers the moment this sunlit world suddenly turned

black.
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In 75o, Rahman was a young man of twenty, one of the Umayyad

Caliph Hisham ibn Abd al-Malik's many grandsons, living a life
of pleasure and privilege surrounded by his family. He spent his

days hunting and hawking with his cousins, flirting with slave girls,

teasing his sisters. But, in the spring of that year, his carefree world

was turned upside down when the Abbasid tribe seized power and

descended on Damascus, intent on murdering every member of the

Umayyad family they could find. Rahman escaped with his younger

brother and a servant called Badr. They fled, with the sinister black

flags of the Abbasid horsemen fluttering in their wake. The next

few weeks were spent desperately trying to outrun their pursuers-
hiding in forests, begging for shelter in villages and literally running

- for their lives. Eventually, they reached the bank of the Euphrates

and, with the Abbasids hard on their heels, they threw themselves

into the water and began to swim. Rahman's brother, exhausted,

turned back towards the enemy soldiers, who were shouting from
the bank that there was nothing to fear, that they wouldn't harm
them. Rahman begged him to keep swimming to the other side,

and had to watch helplessly as the Abbasids dragged him from the

water and beheaded him on the spot. Safely on the opposite bank,

Rahman and Badr ran until they collapsed with exhaustion. They

had escaped, for now at least, but they would never set foot in Syria

again.

Rahman spent the next four years, if not always on the run,
then on the move. He travelled across the deserts of northern

Africa, from Egypt through the lands of nomadic Berber tribes.

Some were friendly towards him, but the tentacles of the powerful
Abbasids, who now held the caliphate, stretched far, and local rul-
ers were easily persuaded that Rahman was a threat. He had many

narrow escapes-once hiding under a pile of clothes belonging to

a chieftain's wife-and finally ended up in what is now Moroccgr,

homgland of hip._mother's tribe, tL-N;tt B.;b;;-il dri" poi.,t,
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Rahman must have allowed himself to breathe a sigh of rerief-the
first since his speedy departure from Syria. He had managed to put
several thousand kilometres between himself and the Abbasids, he
had managed to find refuge among his kin, bur, mosr incredible of
all, he had managed to stay arive. while he must have fert rucky,
he was still a penniless fugitive-a far cry from the ail-powerful
ruler he grew up thinking he would be. His heritage as a direct
descendant of the Prophet made local rulers nervous; no one wanrs
a would-be caliph moving in next door, and, wherever he went, he
was the focus of discontent and suspicion. Rahman could not escape
his background and nor did he want to. God had spared his life for
a reason: the future of the Umayyad dynasty ray in his hands. If he
was going to fulfil his destiny, he knew what he needed to do: con_
quer new rerrirory and build a new empire. when his initial pran "
to secure Ifriqiya (Tunisia) failed, he turned norrhwards and looked
over the narrow stretch of water that joins the Mediterranean with
the Atlantic, towdrds Spain, which had been conquered by Arab and
Berber tribes forty years earlier.

what did Rahman know dbout the rand that awaited himr rhe
vast "bull-shaped" peninsula, traversed by snow-capped mountains
rich in minerals, winding rivers and wild, high plains, was anorher
world from the deserts of syria he had left behind. Medieval Arab
writers are famous for their effusive, flowery style, and their descrip-
tions of al-Andalus, which today we know as Andalusia, are no
exception. The natural beauty of this new Muslim country made
them breathless with delight. They waxed lyrical about its ,,gentle

hills and fertile plains, sweet and whoresome food . . . great number
of useful animals . . . abundance of waters . . . pure and wholesome
air. . . slow succession of the seasons of the year.", Their reaction is
understandable; arriving from the deserts of North Africa and the
Middle East, they musr have thought this green, remperate rand was
like heaven on earrh.
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Muslim invaders weren't the first to discover the wonders of the
Iberian peninsuls-the Greeks and phoenicians had built trading
cities along the Mediterranean coast centuries before the Romans
arrived in zr8 nc, taking control of most of the interior as well. with
typical efficiency, the Romans divided Hispania (as they called it)
into provinces, establishing capitals at c6rdoba, M6rida and rarra-
gona, and began the process of transforming the landscape, harness-
ing the natural resources and building an entirely new society. with
its huge reserves of gold, silver and other metals, mining became
big business-Pliny the Elder reckoned that Iberia produced 2o,ooo
Roman pounds of gold a month, equivalent to 657g kilograms or 6.5
tonnes. Agriculture was transformed and grain, grapes and olives
were exported across the empire. The Romans built a huge network
of roads, complete with milestones, shelters and bridges, a network
that still forms the basis of the spanish rransportation system. Thc
fishing industry flourished; runa, mackerel and sardines were salted
in their millions and sold all around the Metliterranean, along with
vast quantities of garum-a spicy fish sauce used for seasoning food-
The Romans ruled Spain for seven centuries, settling and intermar-
rying with the indigenous Iberian'population. In this armosphere of
relative tranquillity, cities grew, culture flourished and the peninsula
became famous for its horses, grain and metals.

By the end of the fourth cenrury, the empire was collapsing in
on itself and, in early autumn 4o9,2oo,ooo members of the Van_
dal, suebi and Alan rribes crossed the pyrenees into Hispania and
shattered Roman conrrol of the peninsula. In the turmoil of the fol-
lowing century, however, a different Germanic tribe, the visigottrs,
gained the ascendancy and went on to preside over two centuries of
general decline. As warriors, the success of their society rested on the
need for constant victories, and therefore battles, to keep them happy
with booty and lands. They ruled the Iberians as a proportionally
tiny elite, without ever really assimilating or creating a new society,
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as the Romans had done. constant infighting and an increasingly
oppressive attitude to their subjects (especially Iberia's large fewish
community) resulted in stagnation in almost all areas of life. Tiade
reduced dramatically, there was widespread urban depopulation,
and culture shrank to such an extent that some historians have nick-
named them the "Invisigoths."

This bleak period in Iberian history came ro an abrupt end in
7rr, when Arab tribesmen from across the Middle East ioined forces
with Berbers from Morocco and crossed the thirteen kilometres of
sea to the southern coast of Iberia. They met the incumbent visigoth
regimet ineffective resisrance with decisive military force and gener-
ous terms of surrender, so that, within three years, they had taken
control of the major cities and the whole southern half of the pen-
insula. Their task was helped by the rocal popuration, who, sick of
visigothic oppression and depleted by years of famine,. all but wel-
comed them as liberators. settlements were made with local rulers,
and land and mohey were distributed among the Arab and Berber
conquerors. The next chapter in the history of Iberia had begun.
The following decades were chaotic, as waves of new settlers arrived
from Africa and the Middle East. In this melting pot of races, faiths
and tribes, different factions struggled to gain the ascendency. A
rapid succession of governors appointed by the Emir of Tunisia-
who was, in turn, ruled by the caliphate in Damascus (until around
747, still held by the Umayyads)-tried and failed to unite and sta-
bilize the region. The only way this volatile cocktail of humanity
could be brought under control was by strong, direct leadership.
Al-Andalus desperately needed a powerful ruler and Rahman des-
perately needed somewhere to rebuild the umayyad dynasty. There
would have been no doubt in his or his followers'minds that it was
all part of Godt plan.

' Between 7o7 and7o9, almost half the population died.
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Rahman landed on Iberian soil in 755,i;Almufl6car, just to the
east of Mdlaga, and immediately began amassing supporr. As news
of his miraculous survival and escape from the AbbasiiJs spread,
people rushed to offer him their fealty, many of them syrians with
umayyad connecrions, who had migrated to al-Andalus in the 74os.
Seville fell quickly and peacefully, and, in the spring of 756, Rah_
man, aged only twenty-five, found himself on rhe road to c6rdoba.
When he arrived, the Guadalquivir River was in spate; torrents of
churned-up mud and water were swirling under the ancient Roman
bridge that led into the city. The currenr emir, al-Fihri, was wair-
ing for him. In the battle that folrowed, Rahman defeated al-Fihri,
and he rode triumphantly over rhe river into the city. After years
on the run, he had finally found a new home. He moved into the
visigoths'fortified palace, proclaimed himself Emir Rahman I and
set abour consolidating his control of al-Andalus. He also began a
huge programme of building in c6rdoba, inspired by the remains of
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the glorious Roman civilization that lay all around-ruined temples,

derelict baths, decaying civic buildings, statues, mosaics and the skel-

eton of a sophisticated irrigation system.

Rahman's other great source of inspiration in building his new

city was the homeland he had been forced to leave behind. As the

poem at the beginning of this chapter shows, he never forgot Syria;

it was the guiding light in his creation of a new world in al-Andalus.

In 784, he commissioned a mosque-La Mezquita-on the site of
the old Visigothic Church of San Vincente, which, until then, the

Christian and Muslim populations had been sharing as a place of
worship. The site, just inside the city, by the great bridge and close

to the rebuilt and renamed Alcazar (Arabic for "fortress"), had been

holy for over a millennium-ever since the Romans had built a tem-

ple there. Rahman's mosque was built in the style of the one he had

worshipped in as a little boy in Damascus, but, as it was added to

by his descendants, it developed its own distinct architectural form:

a fusion of Roman,'Syrian, Visigothic and Iberian styles. The 8oo-

odd columns (many of them taken from Roman ruins) support two

tiers of red and white. striped arohes, creating hypnotic patterns and

symmetribal vistas. La Mezquita is breathtaking, the most magnifi-

cent example of Islamic architecture in the West. But, in n36rwhen

C6rdoba was conquered by Christians from the north, they lost no

time in converting it into a church, installing an altar and consecrat-

ing the building. A couple of centuries later, the Bishop of C6rdoba,

Alonso Manrique, decided that, even with the new altar, it did still

look alarmingly mosqueJike, so he obtained permission to build a
cathedral in the middle of it. Walking through La Mezquita today,

you notice that the space is resolutely Islamic, the rows of columns

fan out in mesmerizing contours as you move through them, but,

' White for Umayyads and red for the Prophet (it was allegedly his favourite
colour and was associated with blood and life).

!
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when you reach the centre, the ceiling suddenly rises dramaticallr

upwards to pointed arches and elaborate fan vaulting, and you are

in a Gothic cathedral, complete with mahogany choir stalls and a

crucifix. It is surely one of the strangest buildings in the world, a

mosque with a cathedral crouching on top of it, a gigantic stone

embodiment of the struggle between the two religions.

Meanwhile, the landscape surrounding the city was also being

transformed. Under the Islamic system of tenant farming, farmers

paid landowners a percentage of the harvest, rather than a rigid tax

as under the feudal Visigothic system. This meant that good yields

were in everyone's interest, so people were encouraged to invest in
agricultural infrastructure; landowners provided equipment and

farmers provided labour. The Arab settlers brought technological

expertise in irrigation gathered over centuries of farming in some of
the driest places on the planet-it's not surprising that almost everv

modern Spanish word connected with it comes from Arabic. Across

al-Andalus, people built water wheels Qioria) to fill irrigation chan-

nels, they studied and improved the soil, neatly terraced the slopes

into fields and diverted mountain streams into storage,cisterns. Ther
restored the network of Roman canals and extended it, increasing

the amount of fertile land and improving yields. For every grain of
wheat sown, six grains could be expected s1 hs1ys51-in France, the

ratio was only one to three. The relative political stability encour-

aged farmers to plant valuable, long-term crops, like olives (which

can take up to forty years to mature) and vines for producing oil

and wine. The final feature of the agricultural boom was the intro-
duction of a cornucopia of new plants, many taken from India and

dispersed across the Islamic Empire as it expanded. Monsoon crops.

like cotton, sugar cane, bananas, rice, oranges and watermelons.

grew well in Iberia, so long as they were properly irrigated. Other
exotic delights, such as dates, apricots, aubergines, peas, peaches, sai
fron and figs, transformed the kitchen gardens and dinner tables
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12. Reconstructed Arabic water wheel
near the o1d Roman bridge over the River
Guadalquivir at C6rdoba.

of al-Andalus, adding to the wide range of existing produce. This
abundance of food fed the burgeoning population of C6rdoba and

filled the emirate's coffers with money roo,ooo dinars a year,

by the end of Rahman I's reign-not bad for a man who had arrived

with nothing from the other side of the Mediterranean just a few

decades before.

Rahman I's profound love of plants made him the leader of a
green revolution. He created a garden palace, just to the north of C6r-

doba, and named it al-Rusafa, after his grandfather's haven outside

Damascus. He sent agents across North Africa and the Middle East,

and to Syria, to seek out and bring back plants and seeds-"all kinds

of rare and exotic plants and fine trees from every country"'-ro
he could surround himself with the fruit and flora of his childhood
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and thus build up an incredible collection of plants. One story sug-

gests that he sent a messenger to his sister, who had remained in
Syria and survived the Abbasid massacre, to try to persuade her to
come and live in al-Andalus with him. She refused to leave, but sent

him a basket of Syrian pomegranates instead-a memento of their
h"ppy childhood. The fruit rotted on the long, hot journey, but one

of Rahman's courtiers planted the seeds anyway, and their descen-

dants now grow all over Spain.- Al-Rusafa was the forerunner of
the next generation of Andalusian botanical gardens, where experts

studied plants, developed medicines and found ways of acclimatiz-
ing exotic species, which were then used in the treatment of dis-

ease. The science of horticulture flourished and played a vital role

in the development of Andalusian medicine. Later, under Christian
rule, the tradition continued with monastic physic gardens, where

plants were grown and used to prepare drugs and remedies. But it
all began in Rahmant beloved Rusafa, where "rhese productions of
distant regions and various climates failed not to take root, blossom

and bear fruit in the royal gardens, whence afterwards they spread

all over the country,"3 transforming the medicine and agriculture of
the region.

By the time Rahman I died, in 788, C6rdoba was a flourish-
ing centre of commerce and civilization. He had laid the founda-
tions of the great Mezquita that has dominated the city's skyline ever

since, and provided a strong political framework for his descendants

to build upon. The process of freeing al-Andalus from Abbasid

political influence was accelerated, in 763,when Rahman defeated

an army sent from Baghdad, and then had the heads of its leaders

labelled, packed in salt and delivered to Caliph al-Mansur. On receiv-

. 
Another version of this story claims that Rahman senr agents to the deserted

garden of Rusafa, in Syria, to bring back fruit of the pomegranate rrees that grew
there.
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ing the gruesome delivery, Mansur apparently exclaimed, "God be :

praised for placing a sea between us!"4 After that, the Abbasids left
al.Andalusalone.RahmanIhadprovedtobetheirnemesis:strong,
decisive and a terrifying enemy, but also pragmatic, open-minded

and surprisingly sensitive. He continued the policy of religious tol-

erance practised by Muslims across the empire. The local Iberian

population were mainly Christian, but there was also an important

)ewish community who had suffered terribly under the Visigoths.

The fews were now allowed religious freedom and were only subject

to a few rules, including the jizya-the tax levied on non-Muslim

citizens. This toleration and cooperation would come to define

Andalusian society in the centuries that followed, and would have a

profound effect on its scholarship. This enlightened attitude was also

extended to the huge (and constantly growing) population of slaves

who contributed so significantly to the.prosperity and success of al-

Andalus. Many were Slavs, captured by Frankish warriors during
the wars on their eastdrn frontier and taken to Spain to be sold into

servitude. Those seized as children grew up in the traditions of their
new land-huge numbers converted to Islam and were rewarded

with their fr'eedom.

C6rdobat development into a major centre of power was slow

in comparison to its main rival, Abbasid Baghdad. By the time
Rahman II (great-grandson of Rahman I) became emir, Bagh- 

-dad's golden age of scholarship was well under way. The relation-

ship between the two cities was complex; the bitterness and rivalry
between the two ruling dynasties was legendary and the Umayyads'

fervent desire to become independent from Abbasid power would
culminate in their proclaiming a rival caliphate in the early tenth 

:

century, While the two were gradually separating politically, the l

opposite was true of culture, administration and commerce. As trade

networks grew across the Islamic Empire, the traffic of goods flow-
ing between C6rdoba and Baghdad (and all the places in between)
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became a flood. In the ninth century, Baghdad was the cultural cen-

tre of the Dar al-Islam, so C6rdoba, teetering right on the very edge

of the Arab world-and, indeed, the known world-looked to it for
inspiration in everything. The srructure of the umayyad srate also

owed much to that of medieval Iraq: the postal service, the system

of duties imposed on imports and exports, and the currency were
all borrowed ideas. cultural transaction between the two states was

embodied by the singular figure of Ziryab, the legendary persian

singer, who left the Abbasid courr in Baghdad and arrived in C6r-
doba in 8zz, where he spent the rest of his life teaching the Andalu-
sians how to live in style. The esteem with which they held Easrern
culture was made clear from the moment o{ Ziryab's arrival; Rah-
man III "not only rode forth himself to receive and welcome him,
but entertained him for several months in his own palace, and made
him considerable presents."5 Along with his extraordinary voice,
ziryab brought to c6rdoba the full wonder and sophistication of
the Abbasid 66u11-hs is credited with bringing al-Andalus into the
ninth century, so to speak, by introducing a huge range of fashion-
able innovations, including toothpaste, courses at meals, asparagus,

cutlery, tablecloths, hairstyles, clothing and new instruments and
styles of music. F{e became a close confidant of the Emir, who fell
under the spell of this charming, sophisticated man. Ziryab was also
learned, and he encouraged the study of astronomy and geography
at the C6rdoban court. He became a cultural icon, the man who
showed the Andalusians what they could learn from the East and
gave them the confidence to develop their own ideas.

As Andalusian culture developed over the course of the ninth
century, the idea that knowledge should be sought through travel
began to take root, encouraged by the intellectual brilliance of the
East. Young men began to set off into the unknown to "find them-
selves," learning from the best thinkers of the time and suffering the
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inevitable deprivations and terrors of early medieval travel.* Arihla,
as these journeys were called, was primarily a search for religious

enlightenment, but, in reality, it often involved acquiring secular,

scientific knowledge 25 vTsll-x1 this point, rhere was no real divi-
sion between the two. This was partly down to rhe Islamic sysrem

of education, in which masters were venerated and their teaching

sought by anyone wishing to learn and open their minds. Thade

had opened up the Muslim Empire, rulers built and repaired roads

connecting places, creating an infrastructure through which people

and goods could move relatively easily. Scholars travelled with mer-
chants' caravans and spent the long desert evenings together around
the caravanserai fires. Merchants, naturally cosmopolitan and open-

minded, were often scholars in their own right, using their commer-

cial activities to acquire books and bring them back to al-Andalus
to be copied and sold. By now, too, there were specialized book and

paper merchants, responsible for producing, trading and moving
texts between the gieat book souks of Cairo, Fez, Baghdad, Tim-
buktu and C6rdoba. These were the major channels through which
the rivers of knowledge flowed around the Islamic Empire. Mer-
chants and scholars were joined in the caravans by another type of
traveller-pilgrims. One of the fundamental pillars of Islam was rhe

need to perform the hajj, the pilgrimage ro Mecca, at leasr once in
their lives, which made travel an essential part of Muslim life.

Hundreds of scholars and pilgrims made the long, arduous jour-
ney east, to Arabia and Iraq, bringing back new ideas and books

when they returned to al-Andalus. In the 8zos, Mutazili theology

was introduced to C6rdoba by scholars who had encountered it in
Iraq. As its teachings were disseminated, Andalusian intellectuals

1

' During this period, debate raged as to whether the book could replace the mas-
ter as the primary means of atraining knowledge.
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opened up to the idea that Greek logic could be used as a framework

. for investigating philosophical questions, within an Islamic context.

This was the beginning of a tradition that produced various schol-

ars over the next century, including the first Andalusian philoso-

pher, Muhammad b. Masarra al-Jabali (883-93r). Al-Jabali's frth.,
had travelled east in the mid 85os, learned Mu'tazili ideas in Basra,

and brought books on the subject back with him. At that time, al-

Andalus was dominated by religious conservatives, so these early

Mu'tazili scholars had to be careful not to attract too much atten-

tion from the authorities-some were persecuted and their books

were burned. Even though it was underground at first, Mu'tazilism

helped to bring classical learning to al-Andalus, coming into its own

during the following century, under the enlightened rule of Rah-

man III and al-Hakam Il-just as it had in al-Ma'munt Baghdad.
' 

Rahman II, who ruled frornSzztoS5z,opened up trade routes in
the Mediterranean by making alliances with the Byzantines in Con-

stantinople. This increased opportunities for the trade of Andalusian

produce, minerals and textiles, created huge wealth and connected

the peninsula with the wider world. Rahman was also a generous

patron of scholarship and did all he could to stimulate intellectual

activity in C5rdoba. By the mid ninth century, Arabic cukure was

flourishing-as is clear from the complaints of the Christian scholar

Paul Alvarus, who bemoaned how young Christians had fallen in
love with the Arabic language and its poetry: 'All talented young

Christians read and study with enthusiasm Arab books; they gather

immense libraries at great expense . . . they have forgotten their own

language."6 That language was, of course, Latin, slowly suffocating

from a lack of ideas and religious atrophy while Arabic triumphed-
exotic, poetic, the language of the future, the language of science.

No wonder young Christians were keen to learn it and participate in

the exciting new culture that had transformed their city. They came
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r3. View of the Roman bridge over the River Cuadalquivir with C6rdoba on the left
bank. The cathedral roof is clearly visible on top of the Mezquita, while the edge of
the Calahorra Tower can be seen on the iight ofthe.picture at the opposite end of
the bridge. 

t

to be known asMozarabs-Arabized Christians-snd grew into a
large and influential community, spread across Andalusia.

While conservative Christians like Alvarus, now second-class cit-

izens, felt marginalized and threatened in C6rdobat multicultural,
Muslim-dominated societ!, the opposite was true of the city's large

Sephardic fewish community. Having endured the Visigoths' per-

secution, they thrived under the new, comparatively broad-minded
regime, which allowed them to build synagogues and live peacefully

in the Jewish quarter of the city, just norrh of the Alcazar. Unlike
the Christians who had lost their dominant position ro rhe Arab ser-

tlers and Islam, the Jews were used to retaining their own language,

faith and society alongside that of the country in which they lived.

Young Jewish men also embraced Arabic language and culture, and

the tolerance of the Umayyad society allowed them to succeed in
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a*

many areas of public life and rise as high as their talenrs took them.

Jewish scholars played a fundamental role in the transmission of
science in later centuries, while their community remained a pillar
of civic life in C6rdoba. They were especially prolific in medicine,

making up 50 per cent of doctors in Spain, while only representing

ro per cent of the wider population.

It was around this time that scientific ideas started to arrive from
the East in significant numbers. As we saw earlier, by the beginning

of the ninth century, the great period of translation was under way

in Baghdad and the Islamic book trade was booming. Rahman II's

successor, Muhammad I, who reigned from 852 to 886, created a

royal library that was the largest collection of the time, and the

Andalusian elite spent thousands of dinars following his example.

The book markets were crowded with wealthy men on the look-

out for the best volumes to fill their library shelves. Flowever, this

wasn't good news for scholars-one complained that, when a book

he had been seeking for months finally turned up in an auction,

he found himself caught in a bidding war. The price went so high
that he had to give up and lost the book; his disappointment rurned

to anger when the man who'ourbid him admitted that he had no

idea what it was about, he was simply, "anxious to complete a library
which I am forming, which will give me repute amongst the chiefs

of the city."z The age-old squabble between wealthy dilettantes and

penniless scholars had reached al-Andalus. There isnt much spe-

cific information in the sources about how individual books arrived

there, but a poet and jurist called Abbas ibn Nasih, who lived in
Egypt and Iraq for many years, is named as having brought books

from the East to Rahman II in C6rdoba. He is just one example, bur

there must have been many more like him-men who either pre-

sented texts as gifts when they reached al-Andalus, or sold them to

scholars and collectors. Another man who definitely brought books

back from Iraq was Abbas ibn Firnas, who also happens ro be the

ro2
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first great figure in the Andalusian pantheon of scholarship. Born 
Iin Ronda in 8ro, rhis "Leonardo da vinci of Islamic spain,'8 had

an extraordinary range of scholarly interests, and was employed as
a court astrologer by Rahman II. It isnt easy to ascertain the actual
facts of his life, but he is said to have travelled to Baghdad to study,
before returning to al-Andalus, where he taught mathematics and
music, wrote poetry, invented an ingenious method of cutting rock i

crystal,* and designed and constructed a water clock, ,n ,.riilr".y
sphere (used in astronomy) and a planetarium. But he is best known
for attempting to fly by covering himself in feathers and iumping
off a tower (or cliff depending on the story), hording on to speciaily 

l

designed wings. By some miracle, he survived, despite being in his i

sixties, concluding that he had not rearized how important birds,
tails were in the landing process.

In spite of his foolhardy experiments, Ibn Firnas lived to be an 
-"'

old man. He helped initiate a tradition of schorarship that would
reach its apogee in the following ..r,,,r.y when Rahman IIr was on
ttre*itr;one. Aba-;i-R;h-in III was born'in gr.lH;;ra;;;J- .,
son of the seventh emir, Abdullah, who controversially passed over ',

all four of his sons in naming his young grandson as his successor.
Rahmant mother was a christian slave, and his grandmother was i
a christian princess, the daughter of the King of pamplona, so the
new emir had a mixed ethnic and religious background, and brue 

l
eyes and fair hair, which he apparently dyed black to make himself i
look more Arab. Abdullah died reaving al-Andalus in chaos, riven
by internal disputes and rebellions, threatened from the norrh by
the christian King of Asturias and from the south by the Fatimids
of North Africa. Contemporary political commenrators were prob_

' craftsmen created beautifur jugs and grasses made from pieces of rock crys-
tal, which they painstakingly hollowed out and decorared with intricate etched
patterns.
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ably not filled with optimism when the rwenty-one-year-old Rah-

man ascended the throne;they could not have known that he would

turn out to be the most important, successful leader in the history

of Islamic Spain. Well educated and erudite, Rahman spoke several

languages fluently and was an enthusiastic patron of scholarship. He
founded a university in the Mezquita and encouraged scholars to

work on the scientific texts that had been brought from the East.

Al-Khwarizmi's work on Hindu arithmetic and his asrronomical

tables (Zij), which were probably brought to al-Andalus by Abbas

ibn Firnas in the mid ninth century, were very influential, informing
Andalusian astronomy. Under Rahman III's patronage, al-Majriti
(whose name suggests he was born in Madrid) adapted the Zij to the

longitudinal coordinates of C6rdoba so that they could be used ro pre-

dict the movements of the stars, ascertain the direction of Mecca and

work out the correct time of day for prayers. Astronomy was a vital
tool of power, and Rahman understood the importance of filling hii
court with scholars devoted to studying the stars and working out
how to predict their movements, and-correspondingly-foretell
the future.

Al-Mairiti was a leading member of the circle of scholars at Rah-

man's court. They made regular observations, working together to

improve the accuracy of their tables and correct astronomical theory.

Al-Majriti was a great teacher and mentor to the next generation of
scientists, and a school grew up around him. He was thus an extremely

influential figure in the development of astronomy and mathemarics

in al-Andalus, and as his students moved to other cities, they took his

ideas with them. Al-Majriti was "very fond of studying and under-

standing the book of Ptolemy known as Almagest,"e and reportedly

also made a translation of Ptolemy's Planisphaerium ("Star Chart"),

which has not survived in Arabic, only in the Latin translation that

was made in Toledo in the twelfth century. Al-Majriti taught his

students how to use astronomical instruments propedy, and how to

ro4
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make their own. His pupil, al-Saffar, continued al-Majriti's work on

astrolabes, and the treatise al-Saffar later wrote was so important
that it was still being used by astronomers in the fifteenth century.

Al-Majriti, al-Saffar and another of his studenrs called al-Samh all
made new versions of al-Khwarizmi's Zij, adapted to the geographi-

cal position of C6rdoba. Al-Samh also wrore a book explaining the

geometry in Euclidt Elements, and two treatises on the astrolabe.

As a result, al-Andalus produced a rich tradition of astronomi-
cal study, grounded in rigorous observations taken over long periods

of time. Andalusian astronomers adapted the latest theories from
the East to their own needs and location, they went back to Ptol-
emy to study, challenge and correct his work, and they made use of
ideas from Indian mathematics and from Euclid's Elements to pro-
duce their own contributions to the gradual process of assessment

and improvement that drives scientific research. Their progress was

enhanced by the high standards of local craftsmanship, especially in
metalwork, which they exploited to make ever more accurate, useful

instruments. It is no coincidence that al-Saffart father was a brass

w,orker, and this fertile communion of art and science produced

some astdnishingly beautiful objects.

Rahmant court drew the mosr brilliant and ambitious young
men from across the peninsula. None was more brilliant or ambi-
dous than a young Jewish man from fa6n called Hasdai ibn Shaprut,
rn'ho was initially employed as a court physician. Like his master,

Rahman, Hasdai was a talented scholar, fluent in several languages
(including Latin, which was otherwise understood only by a small

handful of Christian priests), charming, sophisticated, clever-
everything a ruler could wish for in an advisor. Before long, Hasdai
had become indispensable to Rahman, who put him in charge of
customs and imports in C6rdoba, a position he used to transform
the state of the treasury. Hasdait proficiency for languages, his intel-
ligence and his prestige in the internarional community of fudaism

I
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made him a perfect diplomat. He travelled to the court of the Holy

Roman Emperor, Otto I, in Frankfurt, and to the court of the Byz-

antine Emperor in Constantinople, and when ambassadors arrived

in C6rdoba, it was Hasdai who received them. John of Gorze, a

monk who was part of a delegation sent from Frankfurt, said he

had "never seen a man of such subtle intellect."'o Hasdai's talents

seem to have known no bounds; he even managed to cure the King
of Leon, Sancho the Fat, of his obesity. Hasdai was joined in Rah-

man's inner circle by the Christian (Mozarabic) Bishop of Elvira,

Recemund, whose religion and background made him eminently

suitable for the diplomatic missions he made to Constantinople and

Frankfurt. Recent histories of al-Andalus have sought to challenge

the idea that it was a place of particular religious tolerance, but Rece-

mund and Hasdai's importance in Rahman's government demon-

strate that, at the upper level of society, open-mindedness was clearly

dominant. Moreover, the fact that they weren't Muslim was crucial

to the roles they played. ,

By grg,Rahman had stabilized al-Andalus, using a combination

of brute force and skilful negotiation. C6rdoba was, by ghis point, a

large, wealthy city. Its scrupulously clean streets were lit with lan-

terns at night, the scent of delicious food and fragrant spices filled

its bazaars, while water flowed through the irrigation system into

countless fountains in the shady courtyards of C6rdoban houses. In
the city's workshops, craftsmen created the most beautiful tooled

leather, intricate filigree jewellery,lavish fabrics and the famous cop-

per green and manganese blue pottery-luxurious goods that were

sold all over the Mediterranean and the Middle East, creating enor-

mous fortunes for the city's artisans and merchants. Wealthy C6rdo-

bans built incredible palaces in the lush valley of the Guadalquivir,

inspired by the remains of the Roman villas they found there, com-

plete with gardens, orchards, baths and libraries. Even the most fer-

vently anti-Islamic writers were dazzled, describing the city as "a
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fair ornament of the world."" The moment had come for C6rdoba
to step out from the shadows of her old rival, Baghdad, for the final
twist in the great dynastic feud between the two familie s. In 929,
Rahman III declared a rival caliphate, cutting all ties with Baghdad
and exacting the ultimate revenge on the Abbasids, whose empire
was disintegrating around them.

But Rahman knew that simply declaring himself caliph wasn'r

enough. He needed to build himself a magnificenr stage to reflect
his new power and status. So, in 936, he travelled a few kilometres
out of C6rdoba, towards the north-easr, up into the Sierra Morena,
the range of hills that frame the valley. He found a place halfway
up the slope of ]abal al-Arus, or Bride Hill, with a panoramic view
across the Guadalquivir plain, and began building the magnificent
palace-city that he named Madinat al-Zahra. Thousands of work-
men, many of them slaves,* worked feverishly to create an entirely
self-sufficient urban complex (over a kilometre square), with its
own baths, workshops, mosques, bakeries, barracks and, of course,

palatial apartments for the Caliph, his family and his governmenr.
Mountain streams were diverted, via a restored Roman aqueduct,
into hirge cisterns, so that every corner of the city had running water,

while the site was divided horizontally into three rerraces, with pal-
aces on the top level. The quarries of Iberia and North Africa went
into overdrive to produce tonnes of the best marble: rose and green
from Carthage, white from Tarragona. Ancient buildings as far
away as Narbonne and Rome were plundered to amass the 4,ooo
columns that held the city up. In the Hall of the Caliphs, the walls
glowed with translucent marble and gold, reflecting off an enor-

mous pearl, sent as a gift from Constantinople, that was suspended

from the centre of the ceiling. On the floor, a basin of mercury quiv-

' The number of Rahman III's slaves is variously reported as 3,750,6,o87 and
r3,75o. They were trafficked from across Europe and the Black Sea.
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ered, terrifying and amazing visitors by sending sunbeams flashing

around the chamber.

With the magnificence of the Madinat al-Zahra as his back-

drop, Rahman III could take his place on the world stage alongside

the other great leaders of the medieval world. His glittering audi-

ence chambers thronged with ambassadors from the Franks, the

Lombards, the Sardinians, the Byzantine Empire and the Chris-

tian kingdoms of northern Spain, while his representative, Hasdai,

charmed his way around the courts of Europe and the East. This

flurry of diplomatic activity had many positive outcomes. Rah-

man's position as caliph was confirmed, al-Andalus became a major

player in international politics and enjoyed powerful alliances, and,

as Hasdai proudly pointed out, "Kings of the earth, to whom his

[Abd al-Rahman's] magnificence and power are known, bring gifts

to him, conciliating his favour by costly presents, such as the King of

the Franks, the King of the Gebalim, who are Germans, the King of

Constantinople, and others. All their gifts pass through my hands,

and I am charged with making gifts in return."" Keen to demon-

strate their own wealth and cement the alliance against the Abba-

sids, the Byzantines were especially generous. The Madinat al-Zahra

glittered with enormous jewels, marble columns and ornate basins

sent from Constantinople. In g4g, thr- Emperor Constantine VII,
having heard of Rahman's interest in science and learning, sent

something even more precious-a book. Written by Dioscorides

in the first century ro, De materia medica was a huge, five-volume

pharmacopeia, describing 6oo plants and their medicinal properties.

This copy had been illustrated by the most talented scribal artists

in Constantinople and was filled with beautiful pictures of plants,

minerals and animals-not mere decoration, but vital tools in iden-

tification. It was an extremely important text-and had been for

centuries, used by generations 6f d661s15-and a major source for

Galen's works on medical botany. Andalusian scholars had already

to8
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had access to a poor Arabic translation of the text that Hunayn ibn
Ishaq had worked on in Baghdad, but many of the plant names had
been simply transliterared into Arabic rather than properly identi-
fied (which could have chilling consequences when they were used

to make medicines); many of the plants didn't actually grow in Iraq,
so were unknown to the eady translators.

The new translation of De materia medica was a turning point in
the development of Andalusian medicine, allowing it to surpass the
achievements of the East and establish an independent medical tra-
dition in Spain. But, before this could happen, the C6rdobans had to
have it translated from Greek into Arabic, and there were no Greek
speakers in al-Andalus. Hasdai ibn shaprut immediately wrote to
the Emperor in Consrantinople, asking for help, and, a couple of
years later, a Byzantine monk called Nicholas arrived to join the
team of translators working on the text. Nicholas taught Greek to
the Latin-speaking Mozarabs, so that they could interpret berween
him and the Alab scholars, and, in this way, the great work was

gradually translated into Arabic; almost all the plants were identi-
fied locally. This multilingual, multiracial enterprise was overseen

by Hasdai ibn Shaprut, who encouraged and supported the team of
scholars, and doubtless contributed his own considerable expertise
when needed. Just as it had been in antiquity, De materia medica

was one of the most influential medical rexrs of the Middle Ages. It
remained the primary authority on its subjecr for rfoo years, copied
in Greek, Latin and Arabic, and widely transmitted. During the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, it was translated into French,
Italian, German, English and Spanish, and formed the basis of
many Renaissance herbals. The illustrations gave birth to the genre
of botanical drawing that straddles the worlds of art and science to
this day. The earliest surviving illustrated manuscript was made in
the fifth century in Constantinople for the Byzantine princess Ani-
cia |uliana, and is now in a library in vienna. The Arabic De materia
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medica was a seminal text in the development of Andalusian botany

and pharmacology; it was the starting point for a long tradition of
studying and describing "simples," remedies made from a single

plant, and by the mid thirteenth century, Andalusian scholars had

listed over 3,ooo of them. They carried out this work in botanical

gardens, where they propagated, grew and studied plants and their

medicinal properties, developing treatments and laying the founda-

tions of modern pharmacology, continuing the tradition first started

by Rahman I in his garden at Rufasa.

Dioscorides' great work ioined those of Galen, which were

already widely studied in Iberia in the Arabic translations made by
- F{unayn ibn Ishaq and his circle in Baghdad. One young scholar,

who, like so many of his countrymen, combined an interest in sci-

ence with a talent for writing poetry, elegantly summed up in this

verse:

When I have no guests or companions, '

I entertain Hippocrates and Galen.

I take their books as a remedy for my loneliness.

They are the cure for every wound I treat.'3

Many physicians travelled east to learn from the great masters of
Iraq. Two brothers, called lJmar and Ahmad, left al-Andalus and

spent ten years in Baghdad, studying Galen with Thabit ibn Sinan,

son of the legendary Sabian scholar Thabit ibn Qurra, and ophthal-

mology with a specialist eye doctor. When they returned home in

96z,they were employed as court physicians and became famous for

their cures and, in particular, their ability to treat eye complaints.

Around the same time, another Andalusian scholar, called al-Jab-

ali, was living in Basra, learning medicine and logic. From there,

he moved to Egypt, where he worked as the director of a hospital
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before coming back to Iberia in 9V! He built up an impressive repu-

tation as a doctor, renowned for his extensive knowledge and pro-

found understanding of medicine. The fact that scholars had studied

in the East would, no doubt, have given them kudos once they got

back home, but the high regard in which these three doctors were

held must also have been based on their medical practices and abil-

ity to cure people. Their contribution to the process of transmission

was vital; they brought the latest medical ideas and translations of
ancient texts back with them and disseminated those texts to the

next generation of doctors in al-Andalus.

One man dominated that generation. Abu al-Qasim Khalaf 
- l

ibn Abbas al-Zahrawi (Latinized to Albucasis,936-ro13) was a true

giant in the history of medicine. We do not know whether he trav-

elled east in search of knowledge, but he was taught by al-Majriti,
and employed as court physician by.al-Hakam II, Rahman III's son

and successor, so he spent a large part of his life at the palace city

of Madinat al-Zahra-hence his name. Towards the end of his life, 
I

Zahrawi wrote a vast compendium entitled Kitab al:Tasrif (usually 
,

known as The Method of Medbine),1 which went on to be a corner-

stone of medical practice in the later Middle Ages, taking its place

alongsideal.Razi,sal_HauiandIbnSina,sCanonondoctors,book-

shelves throughout Europe.t A comprehensive guide to medicine, the

Kitab aUTasrif was made up of thirty treatises dealing with diseases,

symptoms and treatment, diet and the preparation of simple and

' There is no detailed evidence about hospitals in C6rdoba, but al-Makkari claims
that there were fifty-probably an exaggeration. It is plausible that al-|abali
brought innovations and practices back with him from Egypt and Basra.

t Its splendid full title is The Arrangement of Medical Knouledge for One Who Is
Not Able to Compile a Booftfor Himself
1 Later physicians were in awe of Zahrawi's genius; some ranked him alongside
Hippocrates and Galen for his contribution to medical science.
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r4. Modern reconstructions of some pf al-Zahrawi's

intricate surgical instruments, displayed in the

Calahorra Tower Museum. The implement at the front
on the left is described as "an axe for use in surgery of
the veins."

compound drugs, plasters, and cures and ointments in the Materia

medica tradition. The final section, which makes up around one fifth

of the whole, was devoted to surgery, and it is for this thatZahrawi

is most famous.

In his introduction,Zahrawi bemoans the fact that "the skilled

practitioner of operative surgery is totally lacking in our land and

time," before going on to emphasize the necessity of the practitio-

ner "to be trained in anatomy as Galen has described it, so that he

be fully acquainted with the uses, forms, and temperament of the

limbs; and also how they are iointed, and how they may be sepa-

rated; that he should understand fully also the bones, tendons, and
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muscles, their numbers and their attachments; and also the blood
vessels, both arteries and veins."'4 He was also influenced by Arabic
physicians, notably al-Razi, and by the late antique encyclopaedist

Paul of Aegina, whose work on surgery was an important source of
information.

Zahrawr'i practical approach was underpinned by the design of
new instruments, many of which have been used ever since: the for-
ceps, speculum, bone saw,lithotomy scalpel, concealed knife, surgi-
cal hook, tonsil guillotine, spoon and rod, needle and syringe are
just some of them. Not only this, he also produced detailed diagrams

and explanations on how to make and use these instruments, a first
in the Muslim world. Reconstructions of them are on display in the
Calahorra Tower Museum in C6rdoba. Laid out on bright red cush-
ions, they could easily be mistaken for beautiful pieces of jewellery,

but the labels underneath leave you in no doubt as to their functions:
"axe used for surgery of the veins," reads one. Zahrawi'sapproach to
medicine was inhovative and pragmatic; he pioneered anaesthetics by
giving his patients sponges soaked in opium and cannabis to inhale,
and was the first person to usb catgut for internal stitching-a natu-
,al srrLst".rce that dissolves easily inside the human body without
causing infection, used by doctors ever since. He developed treat-
ments for psychological complaints, including one that was based on
opium, which he called "the bringer of ioy and gladness, because it
relaxes the soul, dispels bad thoughts and worries, moderates tem-
peraments, and is useful against melancholy."'5 His emphasis on
anatomy and physiology influenced generarions of physicians, as did
his ideas about ethics, hygiene, education and diet. He was also inter-
ested in the psychiatry and education of children, which he discussed
at length in the Kitab al:Tasrif. However, it was his book on surgery
that had the most profound influencel it was translated into Latin in
Toledo and, from there, disseminated throughout Europe.

zahrawi was lucky that the early part of his career coincided
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with the apogee of the C6rdoban golden age under Rahman III and

his son, al-Hakam II. Al-Hakam was even more enthusiastic about

learning than his father, and, when still a young man, "he began his

effort to support the sciences and befriend the scientists. He brought

from Baghdad, from Egypt, and from other eastern countries the

best of their scientific works and their most valuable publications

whether new or old."'6 Al-Hakam used his time as crown prince

well, building a vast network of scholarly contacts and sending

agents across the Dar al-lslam and beyond to buy, copy, borrow or

steal books-ancient and modern-for his library, back in C6rdoba,

no matter what the cost. According to Sa'id al-Andalusi, who wrote

a detailed survey of the history of science in the eleventh century,

"His collection became equal to what the Banu Abbas [the Banu

Musa brothers of Baghdad] were able to put together over a much

longer period. This was possible only because of his grear love for

science, his eagerness to acquire the virtue associated with it, and his

desire to imitate sage kings."'7In doing s6, he founded twenty-seven

schools for poor children, and supported the university founded by

his father in the Mezquita, making it famous by granting generous

endowments, inviting Eastern inasters to come and teach in the city

and spending thousands of dinars installing water pipes and mosaics

from Constantinople. When al-Hakam ascended the throne in 96r,

he combined the three principal royal libraries-the palace library,

his brother Muhammad's collection and his own-into one, where

he allegedly employed 5oo people. When the librarian, Talid, cata-

logued the 4oo,ooo or so books it contained, he filled 4o4 volumes

with the titles alone. Had they survived, they would have given us
" 

a detailed picture of the Andalusian intellectual world; as it is, we

have to try to reconstruct the library's contents from the surviving

works the scholars themselves wrote, and from other sources, such as

they are. Al-Hakam II's considerable influence in the bibliographic

networks across the Dar al-Islam was partly down to his own per-

I
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sonal reputation as a scholar. According to one Andalusian historian,
he had read and annotared most of the books in his library; even
allowing for exaggeration, this was no dilettante collector. As well as

book agents, he employed foreign scholars in Egypt and Baghdad to
collect books for him, and, in one case at least, was able to persuade
a writer in Iraq to send him a manuscript of his new book before
anyone else saw it.

c6rdobat reputation as a great centre of learning drew schorars

from far and wide, especially in the fields of medicine, astronomy,
religious law, grammar and poetry. c6rdobans were so famous for
their love of the written word, it was said that, "when a learned man
dies at Seville, and his heirs wish to sell his library, they generally
send it to cordova to be disposed of."'8 The grand Ibn Futays family
had a library in which they employed no fewer than six copyists and
a famous writer as librarian; another notable private collection was
created by a poet called Ayesha. According to one source, "To such
an extent did this'rage for collection increase, that any man in power,
or holding a situation under government, considered himself obliged
to have a library of his own, and would spare no trouble or expense
in colletting books, merely in order that people might say,-such a
one has a very fine library, or he possesses a unique copy of such a
book, or he has a copy of such a work in the hand writing of such
a one."'e All these books had to be copied, so it is no surprise that
the scribal industry boomed in renth-century c6rdoba. Hundreds
of people were employed to produce the estimated 7o,ooo to go,ooo

books created in the city each year, in the largest book market in the
Western world.

C6rdoba's srar burned bright, but it burned out very quickly.
when al-Hakam died in 976, stability and intellecrual freedom died
with him. He left his eleven-year-old son, al-Hisham, on the rhrone,
and the vizier al-Mansur saw his chance to seize power. Al-Mansur's
megalomania knew no bounds. He set about destroying and plun-

I
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)

dering al-Zahra to build a new palace for himself on the other side

of C6rdoba. The vast, magical city on the hillside above C6rdoba

gradually sank into the dust, used as a base by rival factions as the

caliphate collapsed, its treasures ransacked-pipes, columns, carv-

ings, doors and capitals all sold off for the highest price. In spite of
this, the ruins of Madinat al-Zahra are powerfully evocative. The

grand arches of the audience chambers, the courtyard pools and the

dramatic setting impress thousands of tourists today, but it is the tiny

details that bring the city back to life-the circular holes where the

doorposts were fitted, the up-cycled Roman sarcophagus used as a

water trough in the palace stables, the broken pieces of lead piping

that were part of the irrigation system.

,/' Al-Mansur also turned his wrath on C6rdoba itself. Under the

influence of conservative theologians, he ransacked the city's great

libraries, looking for all books "dealing with the ancient science of
logic, astronomy, and other fields, saving only the books on medi-

". cine and mathematics. The books that dealt with language, gram-

mar, poetry, history, medicine, traditions, hadith, and other similar

sciences that were permitted in al-Andalus were preserved." He

ordered the rest to be destroyed and "only very few were saved; the

rest were either burned or thrown in the wells of the palace and

covered with dirt and rocks." His justification was that, "these sci-

ences were not known to their ancestors and were loathed by their

past leaders."'o They were heretical and anyone pursuing them was

guilty of not following Islamic law. How they chose which texts to

save and which to destroy is a mystery; it must have been difficult
to decide whether texts like Ptolemyt Almagea were mathematical

or astronomical. C6rdoba was sacked several times in the chaotic

decades that followed, and its libraries ruined. The books that did

survive were "scattered all over al-Andalus,"" taken by scholars flee-

ing to other cities, including Seville, Granada, Zaragozaand Toledo.

These small Muslim principalities, known as "taifa" states, gained

tr6
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their independence in the early eleventh century and prospered asC6rdoba declined. Their rulers, inspired by the U.rr"yyrdr, srrove tomake their courts great centres of learning, with libraries and br,_liant scholars. How successful they were depended on a combina_tion of ruck, money and their own intellectuar interests. Zaragoza
was known for its philosophers and, in the late eleventh century, itwas ruled by yusuf ar-Mutamin ibn Hud, probably the mosr giftedmathematician in the whore of Musrim spain, and certainry the mostoriginal' It is crear from his writings that his ribrary was we, stockedwith every important mathematicar text available in the tenth cen_tury, with Euclid's Elements at its core.

C6rdoba never regained the glory it enjoyed under the Umay_ ..

yads' but it remained a centre of l.arning and books. In the twerfthcentury' two of the world's greatest thinkers were born in the city:Maimonides (c.u35-tzo4), the /ewiqh philosopher whose writingsinfluenced scholars across the Middle'prr, 
"la"g_*" "rrd 

ibnRushd (Latinized ro Averroes, nz6_tr9g), who ,, k;r'';: ;. 
ifounding father of securar thought in western Europe because ofhis iwidelydiffused commenraries on,Aristotelianphilo*Onr_,i..rrr,,

non-Greek depicted by Raphael in his School of Atirrr.O, ,#was gradually reconquered by the christia, kirrgdom. oirilror,rr,the books and ideis of ih.r. t*o ,ihJ"d#;t;#na;;.,
early medievar Arab science 

"ra ,n. i",ir, ..rr,r.. of th. rater Mid-dt.AgT: Very few survive in the **;;;;#. ;ffiH;copies of Eucrid's Erements,ptolemyt Arrnageaand the Galenic cor_pus came to c6rdoba from the East, were copied and distributed
across the country and pored over by scholars. Some were taken toTo-ledo' where they were transrated into Latin. Many others had adifferent fate. In 1492, thelast Muslim stronghold, the beautiful cityof Granada, fell to the Christians. The r

ous and enlightened: Spanish Muslims #il:I,,:Jt; ff::;peace, practise their rerigion and forow their own customs. But these
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hopeful beginnings were soon buried under a wave of intolerance

and persecution. There was no place for alien cultures or religions

in the Spain of Ferdinand and Isabella; they expelled thousands of

|ews, they oppressed and exiled Muslims, and began the process of

destroying 7oo years of Muslim civilization. The culmination came

in ry99, when the fanatical cleric Cardinal Xim6nez de Cisneros

arrived in Granada intent on converting the population and remov-

ing any vestiges of Islamic culture. He took the contents of the city's

libraries and built an enormous bonfire in the main square of the

city, burning somewhere in the region of two million books-a "cul-

tural holocaust" based on the principle that, "to destroy the written

word is to deprive a culture of its soul, and eventually of its iden-

tity!"'P_l_g:!p1:.":fotl9rv9dy,h jghbannedwrilgg!;!rab,.-q"d

n19!ib11ed_th_e, ownershfp of Arlblg bo-gks. X,-i-m-(n-e-a ds -C-isn-e1o-s**yvas

so successful that, b-y 
:69g_,only 

a tiny nlgmber of l.r3!19_.m.g3g:g{iptt
existed in fpain. The Catholic victory was complete, "only the empty

palaces and converted mosques remaiired as mute witnesses to the

tragedy that had befallen the once flourishing Islamic civilization of

Al Andalus."'3

Luckily for civilization ai a whole, many of the most important

scientific books were already safely translated into Latin and, as we

shall see, making their way across the Mediterranean and Europe to

the printing presses, from where their ideas would go on to trans-

form and inform the foundations of the modern world. For many of

these books, their transformation from Arabic to Latin took place

in a picturesque town, on a rocky hilltop, 3oo kilometres north of

C6rdoba---iToledo, our next destination.
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